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Abstract: 'Physico-mathematics' is both an actors' category from the critical phase of the Scientific 
Revolution (c.1600-1650) and an increasingly important category for historical analysis and explanation. My 
study (2013) of the younger Descartes' career in natural philosophy, method and various subordinate 
specialist fields depended upon tracing Descartes' particular and portentous involvement with what he 
considered physico-mathematics to be, after he acquired the concept from Isaac Beeckman 1618. This paper 
cuts a concise path through my findings about Descartes' earliest physico-mathematical agenda and how the 
idea played through his work, even into his later career, when the term was not on public display in his 
systematic works. Running through all this work was his curious, historically short-lived, yet fruitful 
epistemological conceit that physico-mathematically construed results in mixed mathematics make possible 
the (non-Aristotelian) natural philosopher’s dream of unproblematically reading natural philosophical causes 
out of geometrical representations of solid mixed mathematics results—in effect 'seeing the causes'. My aim 
is to cast light on both Descartes' trajectory in the Scientific Revolution and the larger processes involved. 

 

1. Introduction: Careful about Categories  

2. Scientists or Natural Philosophers? The Contested Field of Natural Philosophising 

3.Beeckman and Descartes—The New Corpuscular-mechanical Natural Philosophy and the Mechanics 
to Run the Corpuscles 

4. Descartes and Beeckman: physico-mathematicians 

5. Early Descartes 1618-20: Physico-mathematical Moves Within and for Corpuscular-mechanist 
Natural Philosophy  

6. A Physico-mathematical triumph of historic proportions: Discovering and Explaining the Law of 
Refraction 

7. The Misadventures of 1627-29: Project of the Later Regulae and its Collapse 

8. Le Monde as Early, but Consummate System with Physico-mathematical Genes 

9. Conclusions: Understanding Descartes; Understanding the Scientific Revolution; Mathematicians 
Displace Philosophers?; Critical 'Iceberg; Categories 
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